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Puny THREE
TOPICS

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

3RD 
LEARNING ACTMTIESS

General re,iston of all the Whole class revises the last
of pnmary three second term's lessons

EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS

Critical thinking

and Problem

TERM

LEARNING RESOURCES

All releant resources and

TOMAS

SETTLEVEVTSIN

; NIGERIA

Cty

SETTLEMENTS

LAGOS (ANCIENT)

Andent sedemens

Features of ancient

sedenens

Origin ofancient

settlemens in Lagos

ofbee

tem and examination

By the end of the lessorc

puptis should be able to:

1. meaning of:

compound;

2 E.pkin meaning ofa

community,

Desa±e a village;

4. F-plainvåatisacity,

5. F-nmine what is a city,

6. Relate the of ±ese

conceps

By the end offe lesson,

p* should be able to

1. Define anäent setdements;

2. Oudine the feat-rs of

andentsetdemen&;

3. Mention ancient

sedemens in Lagos State.

4. åe origin ofthese

andentsetdemens•,

5. Examineåeim rtanceof

Each attempt the question

gii?n on it by providing the

appmpnate ansv.•ers

l. Pupils as a class,

brainstorm on the meaning of

compound

2 Pupils, in smal groups,

explain the meaning of a

community.

3. Fupdsinpars, descrbea

village

4. Pupüsasaclas disus
what a topm means

5. as a class, locate and

idenå$ these sedemenG on

åe map ofNigeria.

individual pupil , to

rsearch on fre dty.

7. Pupils in small goups,

relate åe featares ofthese

setdemefi.

1. Pupüs as a class, define

ancient setiemens.

2 Pupils in small groups ,

sohing

Leadership and

personal

develo ent

I. Cntcal

thinkng and

problem solving

Communjütion

materials Ised dunrg the second

AUDIOVNALRESOURCB

Chart showing the concepts of
the topic

PiQrs/±rt sicuing 'arious
typæ ofsetdements in Nigeria

and coll&ration Map showing tours
3. Gdzenshlp and sedemens in
4. ffgtal Literacy

1. Crital

åinkngand

problem solving

h}/W.britannicacom > topiC>

list-of-

W >List
of...

WÅWrsearchgate-net>publicati

on

YA%W.jstor.orpstable

AUDIOVISUAL RESOURCES

Chart showing the basic conceps

Picture/chart showing ancient

brainstorm on fre featuræ of 2 Creafivityand settlemens in Lagos State

ofæient bese andent sdemen&,

sedeme± in

Typæ ofsedements

'Æzes, towns,
etc

6 Relate socialintion of

andentsedements Laos

Süte;

7. Clasifr the sedements in

Lagos Süte into types.

andentsetdemens.

3. Pupils in pairs, share and

mention andent setdements

in Lagos Säte

4. Pupils as a class locate

andent setdemens on be

map ofLagos Sute

5. Pupils in small groups ,

research on åe Oligiß of

andent sedements.

6 Pupüsasadass, relate the

imporünce ofthese anäent

setdemene in Lagos Suta

7. Pupil, as infidual,

examine socialization of

ancient setdements in Lagos

State.

9. Pupils as a class, classifr

the settlements in lagos State

into different

imagination Map of Lagos State indicationg

3. Communication ancient settiemens in the state.

and collaboraton RESOURCES SITE LINK

4. Digital Literacy W enmwihpediaog> Biki >

on

aii

W'WNdesimcolumbia.edu>u ...

WWN.nationalgeographic.com>la

V'ÆWncbi.nlnnihgpartiqlep

P.

lagosstategov.npabout•lagos
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WEEKS TOPICS

SEITLEMENTS IN
6

LAGOS STATE

(MODERN)

Towns, cities, e.t.c.

Modern settletncnts

Features of modern

settlements

Modern settlements in

Lagos State. i.e. Festac

Town, Apapa, Ikoyi.

Gbagada, Lekki,

Satelite Town, e.t.c

Importance of these

modern settlements.

Origin ofthese modern

settlements

Socialization in

modern setdements in

Lagos State.

Types of modern

settlements - towns,

cities, urban, sub

urban, Ghetto, e.Lc.

7.

TOWNS AND

SETTLEMENTS IN

NIGERIA (ANCIENT)

Ancient towns in

Nigeria i.e. Daura, Ile-

Ife, Gboko, Aba, Idah,

Okene, Lokoja,

Oturkpo, Benin, Oyo,

Badag1Y, Kukawa,

Calabar, Nsukka, e.tc.

Features of ancient

towns in Nigeria

Origins ofancient

towns in Nigeria

Socialization in the

ancient towns in

Nigeria,

Imporünce of ancient

towns and settlements

in Ni eria.

10&11 TOWNS AND

SETTLEMENTS IN

NIGERIA (MODERN)

Modern settlements

Some modern

settlements in Nigeria.

i.e. Abuja, Enugu, Port

harcourt, Onne,

Kaduna, Jos, Yola,

Akure, etc.

Origins of these

modern settlements

and towns in Ni eria.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

l. Explain the meaning of

modern settlements;

2, Describe the feature.s of

modern settlernents

3. Mention modern

settlements in Lagos State;

4. Explain the importance of

these modern settlements;

5. Discuss the origin of these

modern settlements in Lagos

State;

6. Examine the socialization in

modem settlements in Lagos

State;

7. Categorise modern

settlements in Lagos State.

MID TERM BREAK

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to :

1. List some ancient towns in

Nigeria;

2. Write the features of

ancient towns in Nigeria.

3. Relate the origins ofthe

ancient towns and

in Nigeria;

4. Examine the socialization in

the ancient towns in Nigeria

5. Research on the

importance of ancient towns

in Nigeria

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

1. Explain the meaning of

modern settlements;

2. List some modern

settlements in Nigeria;

3. Examine the origins of

these modern settlements

and towns in Nigeria;

4. Explain why these modern

settlements and towns in

Nigeria were established;

5. Tell the socialization in the

LEARNING ACTIVITIESS

1. Pupils as a class,

brainstorm on the meaning of

modern settlements.

2. Pupils as a class, discuss

the features of modern

settlements

3. Pupils in small groups, give

examples of modcrn

settlements in Lagos State.

4. Pupils in pairs, analyze the

importance of modern

settlements in Lagos State

5. Pupils as a class, are

directed to research on the

origin of these modern

settlements in Lagos State.

6. Pupils in small groups, tell

the socialization in these

modern settlements in Lagos

State.

7. Pupils as a class, compare

and contrast between the

ancient and modern

settlements in La os State.

8. Pupil, as individual,

categorize modern

settlements in La os State.

1. Pupils, as a class, mention

some ancient towns in

Nigeria,

2. Pupils, in small groups, are

guided to the features of

ancient towns in Nigeria.

3. Pupils, in pairs, discuss the

origins of ancient towns in

Nigeria,

4. Individual pupil, examine

the socialjzaåon in the

ancient towns in Nigeria.

5. Pupils, as a class, tell why

and justify why these ancient

towns in Nigeria are

important

1. Pupils, as a class,

brainstorm on the meaning of

modern settlements.

2. Pupils, in small groups,

mention some modern

settlements in Nigeria.

3. Pupils in pairs , write and

share the origins of these

modern settlements and

towns in Nigeria

4. each pupil, say why these

modern settlements and

towns in Ni eria were

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS

1. Leadership and

personal

development

2. Creativity and

imagination

3. Digital Literacy

1. Digital literacy

2. Critical

thinkfng and

problem solving

3. Citizenship

1.

Communication

and collaboration

2. Digital literacy

3. Creativity and

imagination

4. leadership and

personal

development.

(PRY 1-3)

LEARNING RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Chart showing basic concepts of
the topic

Picture chart showing modern
settlements in Lagos State.

Gallery Walk

WEB RESOURCES SITE LINK
WWW.sciencedirect.c010>arti 

les

WWW.britannica.com>La os-
Nigeria

WWW.britannica.com> lace»sett

WWUresearchgate.net>publicati

WLWft.com>conteni

AUDIO VSIUAL RESOURCES

Map of Nigeria showing ancient

towns.

Chart showing the basic concepts

of the topic.

Picture chart showing ancient

towns in Nigeria

Gallery work

WEB RESOURCES SITE LINK

Courses.lumenlearning.com >

chapter

of ...

WWW.jstor.org>stable

tu m>Ma -Ni>

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Map of Nigeria showing modern

towns and settlements in Nigeria.

Chart showing the basic concepts

of the topic.

Picture/chart showing modern

towns in Nigeria.

WEB RESOURCES SITE LINK

WWW.researchgate.net>publicati

on

myw.international.gc.ca>ci-

ci ng
WWW.c . du>ant352>readin
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Reasons their

establishinent.

Socialization in the

modern towns and

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

modern towns and

settlements in Nigelia

6. Relate the ilnportance of

modern towns and

settlements in Nigeria. settlements in Nigeria.

Importance of modem

towns and settlements

in Nigeria.

REVISION
General Revision of the work

of the tenn

LEARNING ACTIVITIESS

established

5. Pupils as a (las c, relate the

socialization in these

towns and settlements in

Nigeria,

6. Pupils, in groups, justify the

importance of these modern

towns and settletnents in

Ni eria.

All learning activities carried 

out in the course of the term

EMBEDDED

CORE SKIMS

All core skills

EXAMINATION
13

edudelighttutors.com
„ EDUCATION

352

WWWdivm•pgrtalqrefllLL

TEXT 01

All relevant resources and

materials used in the course of

the term
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